




ABOUT AMP GROUP.
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT AND 
POWER PROTECTION SOLUTIONS.

AMP Group was formed in 2016, with a vision to enter government 
procurement, offering a cost effective delivery model supported 
by unrivalled quality control measures to ensure total fulfilment at 
every touch point.

AMP Procurement was born to push the boundaries of supply 
chain management, quickly disrupting the ‘norm’, and creating 
dynamic solutions that our clients demanded for cost efficiencies, 
response times and overall project management, principally within 
the defence sector.

Total Procurement Solutions

UPS Design & Manufacturing

Full HarlandSimonUPS® 
 IP Rights

Bespoke QA Controls

Global Reach

Up-scalable To Meet Demand
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EMPOWERING
PEOPLE.
DELIVERING ON OUR PROMISES
& YOUR NEEDS.

We understand the need to get procurement right, because we 
also understand that errors are costly.

Our strict quality control checks and document management 
systems ensure that our team are empowered and equipped 
to make decisions, knowing that orders are fulfilled, correct 
and absolute. We take full ownership of the entire process, 
delivering on our promises - often before our competitors have 
even quoted.

OUR VALUES
DEFINE US.
NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE.
EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE.

AMP have quickly developed a reputation of rapid response 
while continuing to ensure the highest standards of product 
quality. We strive for perfection at every opportunity, knowing 
that our customers rely on our stringent processes to supply 
their lines correctly - without fail.

AMP’s director led approach is fundamental to the service 
model, leading from the front and providing added value to our 
customers, while procurement managers focus on the day to day 
supply chain, resolving issues as they arise and communicating 
at all times with buyers and key contacts.

Our team understand our brand and the desire for getting 
the job done. We know that every challenge is an opportunity 
to succeed, and we empower them to do so.

"Process driven to guarantee 'in-time' 
and 'just in-time' deliveries."
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AMP PROCUREMENT.
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
POWERED BY SOLUTIONS.

AMP Procurement have become key solution providers to the 
Naval, Defence & Maritime Industries, Rail, Road & Sea Industries 
and Utility Providers, along with many Blue Chip Companies.

Our procurement solutions are enhanced by AMP Power Protection, 
enabling bespoke design and build of ruggedised UPS to exact 
requirements, customised to specific needs.

From basic components to complex enquiries, AMP Procurement 
have earned an established reputation for high performance 
solutions that ensure our customers’ projects don’t stop.

Warehousing & Logistics

Bonded Storage

Card Taking Facility

Open Book Pricing

ISO9001 Approved

Joscar No. 10018589

Cyber Essentials Certified

AMP | PROCUREMENT
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AMP APPROACH.
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Traditionally, procurement relies on the engagement of the 
buyer to negotiate the best product and price of required lines. 
This process is demanding and repetitive often resulting in 
supply of products and equipment that are not suitable for their 
specific requirements.

AMP Procurement believe that by taking ownership of 
procurement specifics, we can deliver a more efficient service.

We assess engineer requirements by communicating directly 
with them and develop total understanding of the needs of the 
project, product and engineer. 

This enables us to negotiate fully on our clients behalf with 
total understanding of the solution that is required, delivering 
product lines to our clients that meet agreed price and lead-
times, and critically ensure projects don't stop.
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WAREHOUSE.
WAREHOUSING AND TOTAL
QUALITY CONTROL.

AMP Procurement have built a reputation for efficiency and 
reliability. We understand the critical need for product lines to be 
delivered not just on-time, but correct and with documentation that 
is complete.

Our 2500sq' warehouse in Central Scotland facilitates storage of 
product lines to be called off for projects for 'in-time' and 'just-
in-time' delivery, and also operates as our quality control hub. 
We never assume correctness in product or documentation and 
have developed a quality process that makes certain lines arrive 
seamlessly and correct for every order.

Our team are trained to understand key client requirements and 
empowered to make decisions and intervene when required, 
creating a procurement service with pride built within its foundation.
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TAIL SPEND 
MANAGEMENT.
PROCUREMENT EFFICIENCY
ELIMINATING FRAGMENTED SPEND.

At AMP Procurement, an important part of our supply chain services 
is Tail Spend Management; working with customers to reduce tail 
spend across the business as a whole. We work closely with suppliers 
to bring consistent service and materials to the end consumer, whilst 
driving down costs.

AMP has built a reputation with our clients of offering a value for 
money approach, flexibility and quick to react, but also ensuring the 
highest standards of product quality. We use the latest sourcing tools, 
best practices, tactical sourcing, and a growing supplier database – 
a full range of tools, to provide a highly effective buying experience 
to users. The result is a highly tailored solution for tackling one of 
your biggest sources of incremental savings available.

We work with you and your supply chain leads to bring about 
the required tail spend objectives in both a highly effective and 
professional manner.

Cost reductions from 5% to as high as 20%

Increase control over organisational spend

Increased process efficiency

Reduced risk across the supply chain

Improved organisational compliance  
with procurement processes

Increased visibility across the 
procurement process

Improved management of suppliers
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PROTECTED
UNINTERRUPTIBLE
POWER.
HIGH PERFORMANCE
 ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS.

The purchase of Harland Simon UPS Limited into AMP Group brings 
the ability to design, supply and support high performance rugged 
harsh environment UPS and Power Protection solutions with a wide 
range of products from COTS to MOTS to Custom ensuring we can 
fulfil any requirement.

We supply Rugged Protected Power Protection Products and 
Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS), ensuring your critical sensitive 
equipment keeps operating safely, no matter what happens.

We have over 20 years experience in most industries and applications 
including: Naval, Army, Marine, Petrochemical, Transport & Utilities.

In House Design & Development

Manufacture & Integration

Modifications & Ruggedisation

Harland ProtectUPS® product range

Comprehensive as build documentation

Proactive Project Management

AMP | POWER PROTECTION
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GUARANTEED POWER IN
HARSH, CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTS.

CUSTOM
RUGGEDISED

BUILD

SINGLE
POINT OF
CONTACT

DESIGN
& 3D

MODELLING

MULTI-BRAND
EXPERTS

WE MAKE
CUSTOM

STANDARD
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SITE SERVICES.
UPS MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR.

Our service and maintenance products offer complete and 
customisable pre and post sales service support which alongside 
standard warranties will ensure total protection for critical 
equipment.

A UPS relies on various technologies from detailed electronics 
through to the simple fan. All of these require maintenance to 
ensure your UPS continues to supply the uninterrupted power 
you need. Failure of your UPS can be critical – shutting down a 
department or the entire business. With engineers based all over 
the country the response time to failures can be guaranteed as low 
as 4 clock hours.

As well as standard options we can adapt our service plans to meet 
your specific application. Choose from a range of standard plans 
covering preventive maintenance through to 24hrs, 365 days a year, 
guaranteed response contracts. Ensuring that your UPS is regularly 
maintained is vital.

UPS Maintenance

UPS Repair

Battery Service

Electrical Installation

Generator Installation

Disposal

Relocation and Expansion
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DEFENCE, MARINE, 
TRANSPORT, INDUSTRIAL
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FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA

GLASGOW, UK
MILTON KEYNES,UK

SINGAPORE

PERTH
ADELAIDE

GLOBAL REACH.

AMP Group benefits from strategically positioned operational 
locations world-wide, further establishing our relationships with 
clients and key suppliers, while ensuring project management 
at every stage.

The development of offices in Adelaide and Perth to engage 
with Australian distributors and manufacturers, are perfectly 
positioned to support its partners at BAE Systems Australia, 
and soon to be complemented with footholds in the USA  
and Canada.

OPERATIONAL LOCATIONS
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"Key position leverage, ensuring best solution 
guarantees on pricing and specific delivery needs."



0141 406 3154
enquiries@ampgroup.global

ampgroup.global


